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Serving a New Generation of Consumer
Serving a New Generation
Creating Superior Experiences

Today’s consumers want to save time and money when finding and purchasing
products. Retailers therefore need to understand and influence consumer behavior
before and during the point of purchase in order to grow revenue and market share.

Staying Constantly Connected
SAP Innovations

13%
Higher cross-sell and up-sell
for organizations that leverage
business intelligence (BI) to
gain customer insights and
enable effective product
positioning
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

Retailers must understand what their customers
like and need in order to create a personalized
shopping experience that influences their
purchasing behavior. However, consumers are
inundated with information and direct marketing
offers that are unrelated to their personal
lifestyle and needs.
Consumers disclose a huge amount of
personal information via social network media,
which retailers need to capitalize on.

Where customer sentiment is ignored or
is ineffectively used, this can lead to lost
opportunities. Successful retailers will use
this information to actively market and grab the
attention of their customers by providing the
right product and right offer at the right time.
Solutions for customer insight and personalization from SAP support retailers by helping
consumers make informed purchases while
maximizing customer spending and
satisfaction.
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Creating Superior Customer Experiences
Serving a New Generation

Use real-time information to target customers and grow sales.

Creating Superior Experiences
Staying Constantly Connected
SAP Innovations
To generate true consumer insight and create
targeted and personalized interactions, retailers
must anticipate customers’ needs by gaining
detailed insight into what shoppers purchase
and where, when, and why they shop in a
particular environment.
Retailers need to analyze these insights
and create a new level of intimacy with their
customers. Buying behavior can be influenced
through real-time offers and information based
on personal profiles, preferences, purchase
history, and geographic location.

By coordinating all channel interactions,
retailers enable customers to shop at any
location and on any device. And by integrating
mobile apps, retailers can understand and
anticipate customer needs and preferences.
Customer insight and personalization solutions
from SAP help retailers influence individuals’
behavior prior to and at the point of purchase,
while saving them time and money finding the
products that best suit their personal needs.
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Stay Connected with Customers
Customers today want a personalized shopping experience. Retailers therefore
need in-depth consumer insight in order to tailor interactions in line with each
Creating Superior Experiences
individual’s personal lifestyle and needs. Best-run companies stay connected with
their customers, continually optimize and reassess their interactions, and create
Staying Constantly Connected new and exciting offers for smart and informed consumers. Customer insight and
personalization solutions from SAP enable:
Serving a New Generation

SAP Innovations

 Sales insight across all locations and channels
 Improved decision making with faster access to metrics and trends
 Increased market share through real-time, personalized, multichannel offers

7%

 Increased customer satisfaction and loyalty with personalized shopping experiences
 Better return on marketing investments through consumer data collection

Higher customer satisfaction
where customer profiles,
history, and preferences are
maintained and are available
at the point of interaction
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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SAP Innovations
Serving a New Generation
Creating Superior Experiences

Solutions for real-time customer insight and personalization from SAP are scalable
and flexible, empowering associates company-wide. Respond quickly to market
dynamics, obtain real-time visibility of demand, and provide customers with
always-on, anywhere access to products and services.

Staying Constantly Connected
SAP Innovations
Database and technology solutions, including
the SAP HANA platform, enable retailers to
monitor high volumes of variable internal and
external quantitative and qualitative demand
signals in real time. These include orders,
point-of-sale (POS) data, loyalty data, and
structured and unstructured social data.
Analytics solutions such as for real-time offer
management enable advanced modeling and
optimization throughout every aspect of the
retailer’s network.

Mobile solutions enable store associates to
provide customers with the best possible service
while helping ensure optimal on-shelf product
availability. Harness customers’ mobile usage
through direct marketing activities.
Cloud-based solutions such as for precision
retailing enable fast, low-risk deployment,
minimizing the IT footprint while helping ensure
long-term scalability, flexibility, and technology
and process integration.
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Provide a Superior Customer Experience
Solution Overview
Customer Insight
Precision Retailing
Real-Time Offer Management
Value Map
Why SAP?

Customer Insight
Implement advanced analytics and alerting functionality to integrate key insights into
merchandising and store operations and leverage real-time POS data.
Precision Retailing
Influence customers’ shopping behavior by providing personalized product offers
based on each individual’s profile, lifestyle, current location, and purchasing habits.
Real-Time Offer Management
Deliver personalized offers at the point of decision to increase customer satisfaction
and revenue.
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Real-Time Customer Insight and Personalization
Solution Overview
Customer Insight

Customer Insight

Real-Time Offer
Management

Precision Retailing

Precision Retailing
Real-Time Offer Management

Merchandising

Value Map

ContextBased
Personalized
Promotion

Marketing

Why SAP?
Sales and
Service

Merchandise
Promotion,
Sales, and
Customer Data

Targeted
Promotions

Analytics

Customer Interaction

Customer

Real-time customer insight
and personalization helps
retailers effectively target
individual consumers with
personalized offers based
on detailed insights.

Finance

People
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Customer Insight
Solution Overview
Customer Insight
Capabilities
Benefits
SAP Innovations

20%
Higher availability of real-time,
predictive insights if a higher
percentage of strategic KPIs
are tracked using BI tools
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

Customer insight solutions from SAP
help retailers analyze huge amounts of
data from across all channels in order to
understand demand and drive more
customer interactions and purchases.

Customer insight software helps retailers unlock
the value of rich repositories of customer interaction data, providing fast and accurate visibility
of near-real-time demand information.
The detailed analytical insights enable
merchandising, marketing, and store operations
to make informed decisions that drive sales and
growth. Powered by the SAP HANA platform,

the solutions enable users to drill down to the
detailed key performance indicator (KPI) level
and provide interactive analysis of retail data.
The fast-track implementation leverages
prebuilt data models, KPIs, dashboards, and
reports to deliver a quick, low-risk ROI.
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Understand and Respond to POS Data
Solution Overview
Customer Insight
Capabilities
Benefits
SAP Innovations

53%
Of organizations report
a large gap between the
availability of Big Data and
their ability to analyze it for
insights

Customer insight functionality enables the
analysis of huge amounts of POS data in
near-real time with company-wide visibility of
more than 70 KPIs covering volume, margin,
inventory, and promotions. It is powered by the
SAP HANA platform using in-memory computing technology to deliver subsecond response
times for billions of records from across the
enterprise. The SAP BusinessObjects BI suite
and BI applications for packaged analytics and
preconfigured content provide for quick access
to information.
Preconfigured application content includes
six prebuilt dashboards for marketing,
merchandising, and store operations, along with
six prebuilt interactive analysis report views.

Customer insight solutions can be deployed over
the Web or through information spaces
for mobile devices from SAP BusinessObjects
Explorer software. They use the Association
for Retail Technology Standards data model
(ARTS) that has been optimized for SAP HANA.

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Greater Customer Insights Improve Customer
Interactions
View sales performance by product,
store, and channel to understand
seasonal, promotional impact and ROI.

Benefits
SAP Innovations

90%
Of retailers recognize BI and
analytics as highly important,
although 60% have not yet
implemented these enablers
extensively
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

Analyze and respond to trends. Isolate
and track top- and bottom-tier products
and promotions.

Customer insight solutions help retailers increase
customer satisfaction, as shoppers can find the
products they want whenever they want them.
The SAP Sales Analysis for Retail analytic
application provides unified POS data for rapid
analysis. It enables retailers to immediately obtain
real-time information, insight, and responses to
analytical queries such as which is the most
successful promotion.
By aligning customer demand, product
assortment, inventory levels, and promotions,

retailers can improve sales and the effectiveness
of store operations. Enhance visibility of customer
demand through real-time POS data analysis and
reporting functionality.
Increase promotional lift and margins, and obtain
greater insight into promotional effectiveness
through support for a set of what-if scenarios to
analyze business tactics.
Help ensure higher stock availability through realtime insights into inventory risks and opportunities.
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Innovations for Customer Insight
Solution Overview
Customer Insight
Capabilities

SAP innovations improve customer
insight through near-real-time analytics.

Benefits

Insert
image #
here

SAP Innovations

36%
Higher operating margin in
organizations that use IT to
gain strategic and competitive
advantages

Big Data
Powered by the SAP HANA platform, customer
insight solutions from SAP enable the nearinstant rollup of data and analysis of retail data
that is not possible with traditional database
technology.

Analytics
Prebuilt data models, KPIs, role-specific
dashboards, and reports support customer
insight analytics to achieve quick time to value.

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Precision Retailing
Solution Overview
Precision Retailing
Capabilities
Benefits
SAP Innovations

61%
Of companies consider realtime offer management
engines highly important in
the generation of offers based
on customer characteristics
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

The SAP Precision Retailing solution
enables one-to-one marketing
interactions between retailers and
consumers to inform and influence
consumer behavior in real time at the
point of decision.

SAP Precision Retailing is a digital personal
shopping assistant that delivers rich product
information, special offers, and recommendations. Dashboards provide retailers with a
real-time understanding of consumer behavior,
promotions, and the success of recommendations. The retailer can interact with the
consumer when and where he or she is
engaged in a shopping activity and ready
to select a product.

By leveraging these interactions, the retailer
obtains insight into the consumer’s shopping
context and can send highly personalized,
impactful information to the customer,
increasing customer satisfaction and revenue.
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Boost Return on Marketing Investment
Solution Overview
Precision Retailing
Capabilities
Benefits
SAP Innovations

Only 16%
Of organizations have a
360-degree view of their
customers to support and
optimize marketing-based
interactions
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

The SAP Precision Retailing solution supports
one-to-one personalized marketing and comprises
two key components. The on-demand, enterprise
marketing management functionality enables
retailers to deliver personalized information and
targeted offers in real time to the consumer before
he or she makes a purchasing decision. Through
the robust analytical functionality and business
dashboards, analyze consumer shopping
behavior and optimize marketing programs.
SAP Precision Retailing automatically manages
customer interactions and helps retailers create
context-based, personalized promotions,
delivering the right information to the right
customer at the right time.

Included functionality lets retailers extract detailed
data to record and analyze that data in their
chosen systems.

Gain instant visibility into the performance of
offers at all levels of detail and dimension, such
as by product, region, store, or time period.
Monitor offer performance through Web-based
dashboards
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Closely Interact with and Understand Customers
Solution Overview
Precision Retailing
Capabilities
Benefits
SAP Innovations

88%
Higher comparable store
sales growth for the top 25%
of retailers compared with
average retailers
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

Access detailed consumer data that
provides insight into who is shopping
where, when, and for which products.
Leverage insight into consumers’
interactions with you across multiple
touch points.

Precision retailing helps retailers drive a higher
return on marketing investment and maximize
contribution margin. By interacting closely with
customers and understanding their needs,
preferences, and shopping behavior, retailers
can decrease the cost of customer acquisition
and retention while significantly increasing the
level of store traffic.

rates, and entice customers to increase their
average basket size and spend. Personalized
marketing initiatives can be used to encourage
customers to purchase specific products or
higher-margin products, or to buy additional
products. Do this all while improving market
share, strengthening brand, and increasing
customer satisfaction and loyalty.

Use the real-time interactivity features to create
personalized offers and influence the customer’s
purchasing decision, improve offer conversion
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Innovations for Precision Retailing
Solution Overview
Precision Retailing
Capabilities
Benefits

Take advantage of analytical and
interactive features, and leverage the
scalability and fast deployment of the
cloud.

Insert
image #
here

SAP Innovations

85%
Of companies believe cloud
computing will deliver
significant benefits through
efficiencies, innovation, or
differentiation
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

Cloud
SAP Precision Retailing is a cloud-based
solution that builds on traditional solutions
from SAP to enable one-to-one marketing
and precision retailing.
Database and technology
Data is combined from multiple sources
such as the SAP Customer Relationship
Management and SAP Retail Promotions

applications to deliver a consistent consumer
experience across multiple channels.
Powered by the SAP HANA platform, the
solution leverages various engines including
visual research, on-demand analysis, and
real-time offer management to deliver
competitive advantage.
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Real-Time Offer Management
Solution Overview
Real-Time Offer Management
Capabilities
Benefits
SAP Innovations

56%
Higher sales transactions with
attached cross-selling and
up-selling offers for the top
25% of sales organizations
compared with average
organizations

Generate recommendations for optimal
next best offers (NBOs) and next best
actions (NBAs) that are likely to be
accepted by consumers, while
maximizing the desired value for the
business.

The real-time offer management solution from
SAP analyzes customer information, order
history, and previous responses to offers. It
leverages information such as basket contents,
location, and stock levels to generate
recommendations for relevant offers for the
customer. Retailers can drive sales through

personalized offers and the cross-selling
and up-selling of products, supported by
multichannel integration.
This proactive approach enables sales agents
to deliver the right offers to the right customers.
This functionality is available across all agentassisted and self-service channels online and
in stores.

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Sell More with Relevant Cross- and Up-Sells
Solution Overview
Real-Time Offer Management
Capabilities
Benefits
SAP Innovations

58%
Of business-to-consumer
organizations rate as highly
important the identification
and conversion of crossselling opportunities into
leads or sales

Retailers can deploy the SAP solution into
different system landscapes and can configure
support for integrated scenarios through the Web
services, application programming interfaces, and
integration tools provided. Customer touch points,
such as POS and mobile apps, combined with
various scenarios support personalized crossselling opportunities and the recommendation
of offers. This is achieved through analysis of
purchase history, basket contents, interests,
location, and preferences.
Automatic adaptation of the recommendation
strategy according to customer responses results
in a short time to market and relieves business
users from day-to-day analytical tasks. This
enables users to focus on developing and
managing the portfolio of offers.
.

The solution offers a smooth transition from the
marketing and offer management stage through
order capture.
Inbound sales are optimized and aligned with
outbound campaigns, resulting in integrated offer
management in marketing and sales

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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14%
Higher customer satisfaction
for the top 25% of organizations compared with average
organizations
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Boost Cross-Selling While Enhancing the Customer
Experience
Recommend the right offer to the right
customer on the right channel and at
the right time. Prioritize offers based on
learned responses, and enable users to
drive sales more easily and quickly.

Provide a consistent and personalized customer
experience across all touch points by enabling
relevant contextual offers and action recommendations. Incorporate purchasing rational to drive
more sales and increase customer loyalty and
lifetime value.

Increase offer effectiveness and improve the
productivity and use of the self-service channel
by employees through next-best actions.
Benefit from the fully configurable solution that can
be used through a Web-based interface and
includes GUI-based integration tools to enable
quick time to value in any environment.

The business-oriented SAP solution enables
retailers to achieve short time to market for new
offers and promotional launches and create
closely targeted offers.

This multichannel, real-time recommendation
solution is compatible with SAP and non-SAP
solutions.

Analyze offer performance and manage a large
portfolio of offers and promotions without the need
to develop costly in-house analytic applications.
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Innovations for Real-Time Offer Management
Solution Overview
Real-Time Offer Management
Capabilities

SAP innovations enable the analysis of
customer data and baskets to generate
targeted offers in real time.

Benefits

Insert
image #
here

SAP Innovations

31%
Higher business satisfaction
rating for organizations with
higher maturity of IT strategy
and business alignment
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

Analytics
The basket analyzer tool improves the
consumer’s shopping experience and enables
retailers to sell more products by suggesting
promotions that are relevant to their current
shopping basket.
Database and Technology
Real-time offer management is supported by
the SAP HANA platform to enable new
innovative selling scenarios such as proximity
marketing.

Connectors, or prebuilt interfaces, enable quick
time to value and a reduction in the total cost of
ownership.
Cloud
Cloud-based technology for real-time offer
management leverages the benefits of high
scalability and fast deployment and uses SAP
HANA to empower analytical and interactive
features.
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Unified Customer Experience Value Map
Solution Overview
Customer Insight
Precision Retailing

Real-Time
Customer Insight
and Personalization

Customer Insight

Precision
Retailing

Real-Time Offer
Management

Superior Web and
Social Experience

Social Media
Analytics

Web Channel

Multichannel
Order
Management

Customer
Service and
Support

Customer
Financials
Management

Store Excellence

In-Store
Merchandise
and Inventory

Store Employee
Mobility

Point of Sale

Sales Data
Capture and
Audit

Workforce
Scheduling

Empowered Mobile
Consumer

Mobile Loyalty

Mobile Payment

Real-Time Offer Management
Value Map
Why SAP?
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Why SAP?
Solution Overview
Customer Insight

Solutions for customer insight analyze consumer data from fully integrated SAP
software systems to deliver maximum insight, enabling retailers to implement
customer-oriented processes and personalized, one-to-one marketing
communications.

Precision Retailing
Real-Time Offer Management

Create personalized consumer interactions by understanding each consumer’s needs and
preferences in order to select the best offers for him or her and respond to requests in real time.

Value Map
Why SAP?

14%

Implement a consumer interaction engine to create optimal, automated consumer communications
based on previous recorded shopping behavior and marketing inputs.
Collect very detailed information about consumer activities, behavior, and preferences in order to
optimize marketing activities and future interactions with consumers.

Lower forecast cycle time
where planning, measuring,
and simulation is a continuous
process based on recent
insights from functions and
regions
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Find Out More About How Your Organization Can
Become Best-Run
Benchmark Your Performance
Position your organization for dominance in this new economy with the business performance
benchmarking program from SAP – available free to SAP customers and select prospects.
The SAP benchmarking program has helped more than 3,000 organizations assess their
strengths, uncover areas for improvement, and identify best practices and IT strategies that
generate clear, tangible value – not someday, but today.
Visit valuemanagement.sap.com >>

Go Live in Weeks
Here’s the fastest way to run your business better: our rapid-deployment solutions. In one
package, you get everything you need to be up and running quickly – including preconfigured
software and implementation services – in just weeks. With a defined scope and predictable
costs, there are no surprises.
Visit sap.com/solutions/rds >>

Join Your Community of Practices
Every day, SAP Community Network (SCN) changes the way that thousands of SAP users work.
It lets members help one another solve problems, learn, and invent new ways to get things
done – faster. Find out how to connect with people, content, and resources.
Visit scn.sap.com >>
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CMP 23611 (13/03)

Go for a test-drive. Visit us online at www.sap.com/retail.
Also visit us on our community pages to find out more:
SAP Community Network: http://scn.sap.com/community/retail
http://wiki.sdn.sap.com/wiki/display/retail/IS-Retail
Facebook: www.facebook.com/pages/SAP-Retail/82783264322
Twitter: https://twitter.com/SAP_Retail
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/groups/SAP-Retail-4022601
YouTube: www.youtube.com/user/SAP4Retail
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